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Engineering Director with Shiva Corporation, Software Engineering Manager with Racal InterLan, Software
Engineering Manager with Dataproducts and Member of the Technical Staff with Bell Telephone Laboratories.
He was also a co-founder of Micro Logic Consultants. His product development portfolio includes Wi-Fi
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printers. John received his MS in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University (1980) and BS in Electrical
Engineering from Northeastern University (1979).
John’s current passion and focus at Intel is Requirements Engineering. He works with architects, system
engineers and developers to elicit, analyze, write and refine requirements for Intel’s next generation software
products. He is a certified Intel instructor and has created content for the internal Requirements Engineering
courses. John has spoken on requirements topics at the Intel Software Professional’s Conference (2011-2012).
His previous Intel experience includes co-development of the Intel retrospective process, organizational
assessments and improvement initiatives (related to software development and product lifecycle) and leading
cross-functional teams as a senior engineer manager. His retrospective work has been recognized internally
with a presentation at the Intel Software Professional’s Conference (2010) and externally with presentations at
the Better Software Conference West (2007 & 2009). His article, “Virtual Retrospectives for Geographically
Dispersed Software Teams” was published in the May/June 2011 issue of the IEEE Software Magazine.
John is an internationally recognized subject matter expert in Requirements Engineering. He has presented
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